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A Note on Linear Time Algorithms
for Maximum Error Histograms
Sudipto Guha and Kyuseok Shim
Abstract—Histograms and Wavelet synopses provide useful tools in query
optimization and approximate query answering. Traditional histogram construction
algorithms, e.g., V-Optimal, use error measures which are the sums of a suitable
function, e.g., square, of the error at each point. Although the best-known
algorithms for solving these problems run in quadratic time, a sequence of results
have given us a linear time approximation scheme for these algorithms. In recent
years, there have been many emerging applications where we are interested in
measuring the maximum (absolute or relative) error at a point. We show that this
problem is fundamentally different from the other traditional non-‘1 error
measures and provide an optimal algorithm that runs in linear time for a small
number of buckets. We also present results which work for arbitrary weighted
maximum error measures.
Index Terms—Histograms, algorithms.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
ONE of the central problems in database query optimization is
obtaining a fast and accurate synopsis of data distributions. Given
a query, the optimizer tries to determine the cost of various
alternative query plans based on estimates [16], [12], [13]. From the
work pioneered in [8], [9], and [14], the focus has been on serial
histograms where disjoint intervals of the domain are grouped
together and define a bucket. Each bucket is represented by a
single value. Thus, a histogram defines a piecewise constant
approximation of the data. Consider an array fxig of data values.
Given a query that asks the data value xi at i, the value (say x^i)
corresponding to the bucket containing i is returned as an answer.
The objective of a histogram construction algorithm is to find a
histogram with at most B buckets which minimizes a suitable
function of the errors. One of the most common error measures
used in histogram construction is
P
iðxi  x^iÞ2 which is also known
as the V-Optimal measure.
More recently, histograms have been used in a broad range of
topics, e.g., approximate query answering [1], mining time series
data [11], and curve simplification [2], among many others. With
this diverse growth in the number of applications, there has been a
growth in the number of different error functions, other than the
sum of squares, as well. Maximum error metrics arise naturally in
the applications where we wish to represent the data with uniform
fidelity throughout the domain, instead of an average (sum)
measure. In this paper, we focus on maximum error measures and
show that these allow significantly faster optimum histogram
construction algorithms than the other (sum-based) measures.
In an early paper, Jagadish et al. [10] gave an Oðn2BÞ algorithm
for constructing the best V-Optimal histogram. This algorithm is
based on dynamic programming which generalizes to a wide
variety of error measures as well. The quadratic running time has
been undesirable for large data sets and a large number of
approximation algorithms have been introduced which have
running time linear in the size of the input at the expense of
finding a solution which is ð1þ Þ times that of the optimal
solution (see [5], [6]). However, a natural question has remained
regarding the best running time of the optimal algorithm. It is
shown in [7] that the optimum histogram under the maximum
relative error criterion can be constructed in OðnB log2 nÞ time.
One effect of error measures such as
P
iðxi  x^iÞ2;
P
i jxi 
x^ij is that all the data points are not approximated equally in
the optimum solution. While this may not be an issue for
many applications, there exists applications where we may be
interested in approximating the data at every point with high
fidelity. The authors of [3], [4] describe this property of not
approximating all points equally as the “bias” of the
approximation, and demonstrate that in several situations, this
bias is undesirable. The solutions that avoid the bias are
pointwise approximations or maximum error metrics, for
example, the maximum absolute error and maximum relative
error metrics (maxi jxi  x^ij or maxi jxi  x^ij=maxfc; jxijg, re-
spectively). The parameter c is a sanity bound that avoids the
influence of very small values. In this paper, we show that for
these metrics, there exists an Oðnþ B2 log3 nÞ time algorithm.
For general weighted maximum error, the running time
increases to Oðn lognþB2 log6 nÞ. We note that our techniques
extend to “hybrid” measures such as the maximum of the sum
of (or sum of squares of) errors in a bucket. However, to keep
the discussion concrete and to ease the presentation, we will
not focus on these measures.
2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let X ¼ x1; . . . ; xn be a finite data sequence. The general problem
of histogram construction is as follows: Given some space
constraint B, create and store a compact representation HB of the
data sequence. HB uses at most B storage and is optimal under
some notion of error. The representation collapses the values in a
sequence of consecutive points xi, where i 2 ½sr; er (say sr  i  er)
into a single value x^ðrÞ, thus forming a bucket br, that is,
br ¼ ðsr; er; x^ðrÞÞ. The histogram HB is used to answer queries
about the value at point i where 1  i  n. The histogram uses at
most B buckets which cover the entire interval ½1; n, and saves
space by storing only OðBÞ numbers instead of OðnÞ numbers. The
histogram is mostly used to estimate the xi, and for sr  i  er, the
estimate is x^ðrÞ. Since x^ðrÞ is an estimate for the values in bucket br,
we suffer an error. Depending on the situation, the error may be
tempered by the importance wi we attach to each point i.
Definition 1. Given a weight vector fw1; . . . ; wi; . . . wng, s.t., each
wi  0, the weighted maximum error for a point i 2 ½sr; er with a
bucket br ¼ ðsr; er; x^ðrÞÞ is defined as wijx^ðrÞ  xij.
Definition 2 (Maximum Error Histograms). Given a set of weights
(which could all be 1), the (serial) histogram problem is to construct a
partition of the interval ½1; n in at most B buckets such that we
minimize the maximum error.
Two notable, and well used, examples are 1) the ‘1 or the
maximum error, where wi ¼ 1 and 2) the relative maximum error
where the weights are wi ¼ 1=maxfc; jxijg and, therefore, the
relative error at the point i is jx^ðrÞ  xij=maxfc; jxijg, where c is a
sanity constant which is used to reduce excessive domination of
relative error by small data values. Relative error metrics were
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studied in [3], [7]. In this case, the error of a bucket br ¼ ðsr; er; x^Þ is
defined as follows (for relative ‘1 error):
ERRMðsr; erÞ ¼ min
x^
max
i2½sr;er 
jxi  x^j
maxfc; jxijg :
In the above setting, letting c be an absolute constant larger than
all numbers in the input converts the error on the previous page to
absolute ‘1 error (multiplied by 1c ) and this is the reason we can
discuss both errors at the same time. Interestingly, these two cases
are truly special, and we showcase their difference with arbitrary
weighted maximum error histograms in Section 4.
3 MAXIMUM ERROR HISTOGRAMS
In this section, we will focus on the constructing histograms that
minimize the maximum absolute error or the maximum relative
error. We will first prove a lemma about determining the error of a
fixed bucket, and subsequently use that to devise our complete
algorithm. The problem of determining maximum error is easy.
Proposition 1. Given a set of numbers x1; . . . ; x‘, the maximum error
generated by minimizing maximum errors is defined by the minimum
and the maximum over xi.
The following lemma focuses on relative error:
Lemma 1 ([7]). Given a set of numbers x1; . . . ; x‘, the maximum relative
error generated by minimizing maximum relative errors is defined by
the minimum and the maximum over these xi as described below:
Proof. Let max ¼ maxiðxiÞ and min ¼ miniðxiÞ. Suppose the
optimum representative value minimizing the maximum
relative error is x. Notice that setting x ¼ 0 gives a relative
error of at most 1 since jxij  maxðjxij; cÞ; thus, the error with x
cannot be more than 1.
. Case 1 (c  min  max). The relative error function is
continuous at x and it monotonically increases as the
value xi moves away from x
 as the following formula
illustrates:
jx  xij
maxfjxij; cg ¼
ðx  xiÞ=xi if xi  x
ðxi  xÞ=xi if xi > x:

Thus, we can see that the maximum relative error is
either at min or max. Let Rmin ¼ ðx minÞÞ=min and
Rmax ¼ ðmax xÞ=max. Then, in order to find the
optimal representative value, we need to compute the
value of x satisfying Rmin ¼ Rmax. The value of x
becomes the harmonic mean, ð2max minÞ=ðmaxþminÞ
and it results in the error of ðmaxminÞ=ðmaxþminÞ.
. Case 2 (min  max  c). This case is symmetric to the
above case. Thus, with similar argument, we get
minmax
maxþmin .
. Case 3 (c  min  c  max ). We split into two cases:
1) min  x  c or 2) c  x  max . Thus, we have
1. When min  x  c,
jx  xij
maxðjxij; cÞ ¼
ðx  xiÞ=c if xi  x
ðxi  xÞ=c if x  xi  c
ðxi  xÞ=xi if c  xi:
8<
:
2. When c  x  max ,
jx  xij
maxðjxij; cÞ ¼
ðx  xiÞ=c if xi  c
ðx  xiÞ=xi if c  xi  x
ðxi  xÞ=xi if x  xi:
8<
:
For both above cases, the expression of Rmin and Rmax
are the same, respectively. Thus, we can calculate x by
solving the equation of Rmin ¼ Rmax. We get x ¼
maxðminþcÞ
maxþc and the optimal maximum relative error
becomes ðmaxminÞðmaxþcÞ .
. Case 4 (min  c  max  c). This case is symmetric to
the above case. Thus, with similar argument, we get the
maximum relative error of maxmincmin .
. Case 5 (c  min  max  c). As the formula below
illustrates, the relative error function is continuous at x
and it monotonically increases as the value xi moves
away from x:
jx  xij
maxðjxij; cÞ ¼
ðx  xiÞ=c if xi  x
ðxi  xÞ=c if xi > x:

We can calculate x by solving the equation of
Rmin ¼ Rmax. We get x ¼ ðmaxþminÞ2 and the optimal
maximum relative error becomes maxmin2c .
. Case 6 (min  c < c  max ). We can see that the
relative error function becomes larger than one when x
is nonzero, while it is one when x is zero. Thus, we get
x ¼ 0 and the optimal maximum relative error
becomes 1. tu
Computing Maximum and Minimum of Intervals Efficiently.
In our algorithm, we would evaluate ERRMði; jÞ for many different
intervals ½i; j. However, it is clear that these intervals are all
related, and we should be able to create a data structure that allows
us to compute ERRMði; jÞ efficiently for all i; j. Given an interval
on ½1; n, we construct an interval tree which is a binary tree over
subintervals of ½1; n. The root of the tree corresponds to the entire
interval ½1; n and the leaf nodes correspond to the intervals of
length one, e.g., ½i; i. For the interval ½i; j of a node in the interval
tree, we store the minimum and the maximum of xi; . . . ; xj. The
children of a node with the interval ½i; j correspond to the two
(near) half-size intervals ½i; r 1, ½r; j, where r ¼ biþjþ12 c. It is easy
to observe that an interval tree can be constructed in OðnÞ time and
will require OðnÞ storage. Given an arbitrary interval ½i; j, we
partition ½i; j into OðlognÞ intervals such that each of the resulting
subintervals belong to the interval tree. Using the decomposed
subintervals, we find the optimal maximum relative error for the
bucket. It reduces the time complexity of computing the minimum
(or maximum) to OðlognÞ.
3.1 The Algorithm
In [7], we have shown that the algorithm for computing maximum
relative error can be found in OðBn log2 nÞ time and OðBnÞ space.
In this section, we provide a better algorithm. Assume that the
B bucket optimal histogram with the maximum error measure for
the interval ½1; n has the error of ?. For the bucket of the interval
½1; s for an s with 1  s  n, if s is smaller than the right boundary
of the first bucket in the optimal histogram, the error of the bucket
for ½1; s is at most ?. However, if s is larger than the right
boundary of the first bucket in the optimal histogram, the error of
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the bucket for ½1; s is at least ?. Assuming the errors of the
buckets ½1; s and ½1; sþ 1 are s and sþ1, respectively, we are
interested in the largest s such that there does not exist a
ðB 1Þ bucket histogram whose error is at most s for the
interval ½sþ 1; n, but exist a ðB 1Þ bucket histogram whose error
is at most sþ1 for the interval ½sþ 2; n. In this case, the error of
the optimal histogram ? is minimum of sþ1 and the error of the
best ðB 1Þ bucket histogram for the interval ½sþ 2; n. Since the
max error of the bucket for ½1; s is monotonically increasing with s,
we can perform binary search to find the largest s satisfying the
condition. As we find the largest s, we perform the same procedure
recursively for the interval ½sþ 2; n with ðB 1Þ buckets.
The linear time algorithm OptHist for constructing an optimal
histogram with the max error measures is given in Fig. 1. OptHist
invokes TryThresholdð; i; n; kÞ to check whether there exist a
k bucket histogram for the interval ½i; n, where the max error is at
most . TryThresholdð; i; n; kÞ finds the largest value low using a
binary search such that the error of the bucket ½i; low is at most 
and the error of the histogram of the interval ½lowþ 1; n using
ðk 1Þ buckets is larger than . After we find the largest low, we
call TryThresholdð; lowþ 1; n; k 1Þ recursively and return its
result.
Lemma 2. If there is a way of partitioning the interval ½i; n into
k intervals such that the maximum error is no more than ,
TryThresholdð; i; n; kÞ returns true.
Proof. The procedure finds the largest value low such that the error
of the bucket ½i; low is at most . Thus, if there is a way of
partitioning ½i; n into k buckets such that the maximum error is
no more than , then if the first bucket of this (unknown)
solution is ½i; z then z  low. Therefore, there exists a way of
partitioning ½lowþ 1; n into ðk 1Þ buckets such that the
maximum error is at most . This partitioning can be derived
by erasing all the buckets that end before low in the k-bucket
solution for ½i; n. Now, we have a recursive condition set up,
which is checked when k ¼ 1. tu
Lemma 3. Procedure OptHistði; n; kÞ returns the best possible error
from partitioning ½i; n into k buckets.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction. The statement is
clearly true for k ¼ 1.
If k > 1, the procedure computes low to be the smallest j
such that ERRMði; jÞ ¼  and there is a solution of error  for
½jþ 1; n using ðk 1Þ buckets. This already means that there is
a solution of error  for OptHistði; n; kÞ. If low ¼ i, we actually
have  ¼ 0 and that is the best possible answer.
If low > i, we also know that there does not exist a solution
of covering ½i; n using k buckets with error ERRMði; low 1Þ
(otherwise, we would have chosen a lower value of low). Thus,
if the optimum error for covering ½i; n with k buckets is z?, then
ERRMði; low 1Þ < z?  :
Notice that under no condition will we return a solution
greater than . Thus, if z? ¼ , we have nothing to prove.
Suppose the optimum solution is strictly less than . Then,
the first bucket in the optimum solution must be some ½i; i0,
where i0 < low. But, if we (possibly) increase the first bucket to
½i; low 1, then the error of the first bucket is still less than z?,
and this cannot increase the error of the remaining buckets of
the optimal solution. Thus, there must be a solution of error z?
for covering ½low; n by ðk 1Þ buckets. By inductive hypothesis,
we would compute the correct answer in OptHistðlow; n; k 1Þ
and since z? < , we have computed the correct answer. tu
The running time of the procedure TryThreshold can be
expressed by the simple recurrence
gðkÞ ¼ log2 nþ gðk 1Þ:
The first log term comes from binary search and the second log
term comes from the time taken to evaluate ERRMðÞ using an
interval tree. Obviously, gð0Þ ¼ 0. Thus, gðkÞ ¼ ck log2 n for some
constant c.
The running time of OptHist is therefore given by the following
recurrence:
fðkÞ ¼ gðkÞ lognþ fðk 1Þ:
The log term appears from the binary search. Thus, fðkÞ ¼ ck2 log3 n.
To this, we must add the preprocessing time to create the interval
tree, which is OðnÞ. Therefore, we can summarize the following:
Theorem 1.We can compute the optimum histogram under maximum or
maximum relative error in OðnþB2 log3 nÞ time and OðnÞ space.
4 EXTENSIONS: WEIGHTED MAXIMUM ERRORS
Let us revisit the general problem of minimizing arbitrary
weighted errors fwig. The most basic problem is already
interesting: Given numbers xi; . . . ; xj, and corresponding nonne-
gative weights wi; . . . ; wj, compute the x
 that minimizes
minx maxirj wrjx xrj. This corresponds to the representation
problem of a single bucket. The best way to view the solution is to
focus on Fig. 2a where the three points define coneswhere the slope
of the point corresponding to xr is the corresponding wr. This cone
depicts how the function wrjx xrj behaves as x is varied.
The x corresponds to the lowest point in the intersection of all
these cones. To compute the x, observe that the intersection of
cones is a convex region (because each cone is a convex region).
Definition 3. Define the boundary of the intersection of the cones to be
the “profile” for the set of numbers xi; . . . ; xj. The profile is a convex
chain of line segments (stored in sorted order); the number of segments
is at most 2jj ij þ 2. The minimum error and x can be computed
from the profile using binary search.
Now, we can divide the point set into two (arbitrary) halves and
compute the boundary of each of the convex regions and compute
the intersection of these two convex regions, similar to the
MergeHull algorithm [15]. Fig. 2b illustrates the process, It is
straightforward to see that if we maintain each of the boundaries as
convex chains, we can perform a “walk” from left to right and
compute the boundary of the intersection. However, that would
mean that each merge step (over all recursive divisions) takes as
much time as there are lines, and the number of lines is as most
twice the number of original points. This gives a divide and
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Fig. 1. The OptHistERRM algorithm.
conquer algorithm to compute the x, in time Oðm logmÞ, where
m ¼ jj ij. This is clearly not desirable, because then the time to
evaluate the error of a bucket may be Oðn lognÞ and, thus, we
would have a Oðnþ B2n log3 nÞ ¼ OðB2n log3 nÞ algorithm along
the lines of Theorem 1. However, we now use the same principle as
in Section 3 to speed up the computation. We prove a basic fact first.
Claim 1. Suppose we seek to minimize a convex function fðxÞ. If we
observe fðxÞ at the set of distinct values a1 < a2 < . . . < ak, and
fðaiÞ achieves the minimum, then argminx fðxÞ 2 ½ai1; aiþ1.
Proof. Suppose otherwise; let x be the value that achieves the
minimum and this value is less than that of fðaiÞ. If x < ai1,
then we have x < ai1 < ai and fðxÞ < fðaiÞ  fðai1Þ; which
implies that the function is not convex (it increases and then
stays the same or decreases which is not possible for a convex
function). Thus, x < ai1 implies that fðxÞ ¼ fðaiÞ. If x > aiþ1,
then we have ai < aiþ1 < x and fðxÞ < fðaiÞ  fðaiþ1Þ; this
also implies that the function remains the same (or increases)
and then decreases which is not allowed for convex functions.tu
The next lemma captures the fact that we can share the
computation of the maximum error across different intervals.
Lemma 4. For all weighted maximum errors, we can precompute a
data structure in Oðn lognÞ space and time, such that subsequently
on any interval ½i; j of interest we can compute the minimum error
(and the x) achieved in representing xi; . . . ; xj using a single value
x, in time Oðlog4 nÞ.
Proof. Once again, we construct an interval tree over ½1; n by
recursive halving. For each half, we compute and store the
profile. The size of the profile is at most twice the number of
points—therefore, over all the OðlognÞ recursive levels, the
space used is Oðn lognÞ.
Given an arbitrary interval ½i; j, we partition ½i; j into
OðlognÞ intervals such that each of the resulting subintervals
belong to the interval tree. Now, we have OðlognÞ profiles and
we have to compute the minimum point in their intersection.
Computing the intersection explicitly requires too much
time—we will use the prune and search technique.
Specifically, we will proceed in a round robin fashion over
the profiles. Suppose we have picked the first profile: If this
profile has over eight line segments, we will divide this profile
into four partitions such that each partition has almost the same
number of line segments. This can be done easily because we
store the profiles as sorted arrays. The boundaries of these four
pieces would define five points a1, a2, a3, a4, and a5. We will
evaluate maxi wijx xij for these five values of x using all the
profiles; note that for a particular profile and particular aj, this
involves a OðlognÞ binary search, because we have to determine
the intersection of the x ¼ aj vertical line with the profile. This
means we would use Oð5 lognÞ ¼ OðlognÞ time per profile to
estimate the intersection and, therefore, Oðlog2 nÞ time over the
OðlognÞ profiles. At this point, we can use Claim 1, and at most
2=3 of the segments are of interest.1 The result of this
computation is declared as a phase—Fig. 3 shows the
computation over a phase.
This means, after OðlognÞ such phases (and Oðlog3 nÞ time),
we would have reduced the first profile to less than eight
segments. We would now proceed to the second profile, and so
on. Note that we always maintain a region containing x.
When we finish the above process after Oðlog4 nÞ time, each
profile would have eight line segments each and we can
compute the solution over these Oð8 lognÞ remaining segments
in Oðlog2 nÞ time easily. tu
Note that the algorithm can be analyzed better using amortiza-
tion and/or randomization. As we reduced the first profile, we
could also be shrinking the other profiles—we did not consider
that. Using randomization, the time can be made Oðlog3 nÞ, we
need to repeatedly pick a profile with a probability proportional to
the number of remaining segments of interest. After the division,
this would reduce the total number of segments of interest across
all profiles by a factor of 2=3. At this point, we again probabil-
istically choose the profile to be reduced. However, the proof
would require verifying that this event happened with high
probability—and we omit the discussion in the interest of space
and simplicity. Note that even in the weighted case, the error of a
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Fig. 3. The algorithm for computing the error of ½i; j in pictures. (a) Shows the division of the first profile into nearly four equal size sets, and define a1, a2, a3, a4, and a5.
(b) Shows the overall minimum in the intersection of convex regions, the circled point is the optimum. (c) Shows circles at the result of evaluating maxi wijx xij at these
values. (d) Shows the information available to the algorithm and how the recursion proceeds.
Fig. 2. (a) The shaded region indicates the convex region and the lowest point is the desired x. (b) Shows how to compute the intersection of these convex regions,
provided they are maintained in a sorted order, in a manner similar to mergesort.
1. Due to odd/even issues in the partitioning, we may have two extra
lines which increase the fraction from 1=2.
bucket ½i; j does not decrease as j increases. This was the key
property used in the proof of Theorem 1. Combining that proof
with Lemma 4, we get the following:
Theorem 2. We can compute the optimum histogram under arbitrarily
weighted maximum error in Oðn lognþ B2 log6 nÞ time and
Oðn lognÞ space.
It is interesting to observe why the maximum and maximum
relative error measures are special—if for these weights we draw
the cones, then the cones all merge at the same point. For
maximum error, the point is at1 because the sides of the cones are
parallel, this is shown in Fig. 4a. For the maximum relative error,
the cones (in the absence of the sanity constant c) intersect at the
point ð0; 1Þ, which implies that the relative error is 1 if we
approximate every (large) value by 0. The constant c makes the
situation a bit more complicated, see Fig. 4b, the region ½c; c
distorts the cones into possibly nonconvex shapes. This is why we
had to explicitly analyze these regions separately in Lemma 1. But,
in both of these examples, the cone in the middle is again
dominated by the two adjacent cones. This shows that only the
maximum and the minimum values matter for these error
measures and why these measures are similar.
5 SUMMARY
Histograms and Wavelet synopsis provide useful tools in query
optimization and approximate query answering. The previous
algorithm for constructing an optimal histogram with the
maximum error criterion takes OðBn log2 nÞ time and OðBnÞ space.
In this paper, we presented a linear time optimal algorithm for the
maximum error and maximum relative error measures (when B is
small, i.e., B ¼ oð ﬃﬃﬃnp =log2nÞ). We extended the algorithm to
arbitrary weights increasing the space and time bounds by small
(log2 n) factors.
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Fig. 4. The cone in the middle is dominated by the adjacent cones. (a) Cones for
‘1. (b) Cones for relative maximum error.
